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Abstract
Let An denote the abstract simplicial complex whose elements are dissections of a convex (n + 2)-gon. Lee proved
that An is the boundary complex of a convex polytope, now known as the associahedron. Simion constructed a type-B
associahedron whose faces correspond to centrally symmetric dissections of a (2n + 2)-gon. In this paper, we de3ne
a partial order on the set of centrally symmetric triangulations whose Hasse diagram is the 1-skeleton of the simple
B-associahedron and explore properties of this poset, including encodings, self-duality, and chain length. We also establish
lattice failure and goodness.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The type-A associahedron QAn is a well-studied polytope that has many interesting properties [5]. Its facets correspond
to noncrossing partitions of [n], which in turn correspond to triangulations of an (n + 2)-gon. Reiner [6] proved that
numerous nice attributes of type-A noncrossing partitions still hold in the type-B setting, where they are in bijection with
centrally symmetric triangulations. Wishing to further explore the analogies between types-A and B noncrossing partitions,
Simion [7,8] constructed a type-B analogue QBn of the associahedron, and established many of the desired properties. The
polytope QBn has come up in a number of other contexts. In mathematical physics, it was originally explored by Bott and
Taubes in [2], and was later named the cyclohedron by Stashe= [9]. In the work of Devadoss [3], cyclohedra arise as
tilings of an aspherical space. He also shows that the cyclohedron can be interpreted as the a?ne analogue of the type-A
associahedron. Recently, Fomin and Zevelinsky [4] gave a construction of simplicial complexes for arbitrary root systems
that, for type B, produces the cyclohedron.
2. Order relation
Consider Simion’s simple (dual of the simplicial) type-B associahedron QB∗n of dimension n [7,8]. The vertices of this
convex polytope are the centrally symmetric triangulations of a (2n+2)-gon. It is well known that the number of ordinary
triangulations of an (n+ 2)-gon is Cn = 1=(n+ 1)
( 2n
n
)
, the nth Catalan number.
Label the vertices of the (2n+ 2)-gon clockwise with 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n; n+ 1; D1; D2; D3; : : : ; Dn; n+ 1.
Denition 1. A type-B diagonal (or B-diagonal) is either a single diagonal {i; Di} or a pair of twin diagonals {i; j} and
{Di; Dj}, with i and j di=ering by at least two cyclic positions (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. B-diagonal.
Fig. 2. Diameter.
Fig. 3. Centrally symmetric triangulation.
Remark 1. Barring is an involution. In the above de3nition, i and j are arbitrary labels, perhaps barred, so Di denotes
changing the barredness of the label i.
We will often refer to a B-diagonal of the form {i; Di} as a diameter (Fig. 2).
Denition 2. A centrally symmetric triangulation of a polygon is a maximal dissection with (noncrossing) type-B diag-
onals (Fig. 3).
Remark 2. By induction, each centrally symmetric triangulation contains precisely one diameter {i; Di}.
Remark 3. The number of centrally symmetric triangulations of a (2n + 2)-gon is
( 2n
n
)
. To see this, note that we have
n+1 choices for the diameter, and we then triangulate half of the (2n+2)-gon without the constraint of central symmetry.
The other half is then forced. It follows that the number of vertices in the simple type-B associahedron of dimension n
is
( 2n
n
)
.
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Fig. 4. Adjacent B-triangulations.
Fig. 5. Relevant quadrilateral.
For simplicity, we will now refer to centrally symmetric triangulations as B-triangulations, and ordinary triangulations
as A-triangulations.
Denition 3. Two B-triangulations are adjacent if they di=er by precisely one B-diagonal (Fig. 4). When two adjacent
B-triangulations are superimposed, the two crossing diagonals de3ne a quadrilateral; this will be referred to as the relevant
quadrilateral (Fig. 5). Two adjacent B-triangulations may also be referred to as being “minimally di=erent.” (In general,
there is actually a pair of twin relevant quadrilaterals. Due to symmetry, we may focus on just one of these.)
These adjacencies manifest themselves as an edge between the two representative vertices. The collection of vertices
and edges in this polytope is referred to as the 1-skeleton of the polytope. We now turn to acyclically orienting this
1-skeleton, giving an order relation on the set of B-triangulations. Given two minimally di=erent B-triangulations, we
must decide which is the larger. If x is a label of a vertex in our (2n+ 2)-gon, let |x| denote the “absolute value” of the
label, i.e., ignore barredness.
Proposition 1. For adjacent B-triangulations P and Q, with relevant quadrilateral ijkl, |i|+ |k| = |j|+ |l|.
Proof. Case 1: The diagonal in which P and Q di=er minimally is a diameter. The relevant quadrilateral is labeled i; j; Di; Dj,
in clockwise order, with {i; Di}∈P and {j; Dj}∈Q: |i| = |j|, so this case is clear.
Case 2: The diagonal in which P and Q di=er minimally is not a diameter. Since P and Q can di=er in only one
B-diagonal, they must have the same diameter.
Case 2a: The relevant quadrilateral has {d; Dd} as one of its sides (Fig. 6). We know i and l cannot be antipodal vertices
(i.e., l= Di), because then {i; l} would cross {d; Dd}. So |i| = |l|, giving |i|+ | Dd| = |d|+ |l|.
Case 2b: The relevant quadrilateral does not have {d; Dd} as one of its sides. So the entire quadrilateral must lie to one
side of {d; Dd}. By choice of labels, we may assume i; j; k; l; d; Dd lie in this order clockwise, with d unbarred (Fig. 7).
Each of i; j; k; l may be barred or not, but no two are antipodal. Note that if any of these four vertices is barred, all
preceding vertices in the list are barred. Consider vertices x; y among i; j; k; l, with x preceding y in the list. Note that if
x and y are both unbarred, then x¡y. Likewise, if both x and y are barred, Dx¡ Dy. However, if only x is barred, then
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Fig. 6. Case 2(a).
Fig. 7. Case 2(b).
y¡ Dx, since y6d6 Dx and y cannot equal Dx. It follows that the absolute values of i; j; k; l stand in one of the following
3ve relations: i ¡ j¡k ¡l; j¡ k ¡l¡ Di; k ¡ l¡ Di ¡ Dj; l¡ Di ¡ Dj¡ Dk; Di ¡ Dj¡ Dk ¡ Dl. In all 3ve cases, it is clear that
|i|+ |k| = |j|+ |l|.
Denition 4. Let P and Q be adjacent B-triangulations. Let i; j; k; l be the labels of the vertices of the relevant quadrilateral
in the (2n+ 2)-gon, with {i; k}∈P and {j; l}∈Q. Then P¡∗ Q if |i|+ |k|¡ |j|+ |l|.
We now verify antisymmetry of ¡∗.
Denition 5. Let the weight w(P) of a B-triangulation P be de3ned by
w(P) =
∑
v
|v| · deg(v);
where the sum is taken over all vertices of the (2n+2)-gon, and the triangulated (2n+2)-gon is viewed as a graph, with
deg(v) denoting the degree of the vertex v.
Note that the weight of a given B-triangulation is a 3xed positive integer. Using the idea in the proof of the next
proposition, it is easy to check that for adjacent triangulations P and Q, we have P¡∗ Q if and only if w(P)¡w(Q).
More generally, for the order relation 6, we have an implication in one direction, as stated below.
Proposition 2. If P¡Q, then w(P)¡w(Q). In other words, the relation 6 is antisymmetric.
Proof. We need only show this for an adjacent pair P¡∗ Q. Say {i; k}∈P and {j; l}∈Q. Since P¡∗ Q, we have
|i|+ |k|¡ |j|+ |l|.
Clearly, w(Q)− w(P) = |j|+ |l| − (|i|+ |k|)¿ 0, by assumption.
We get an order relation 6 from ¡∗ by taking the union of the transitive closure of ¡∗ and the equality relation.
Thus, we have a valid order relation on the set of B-triangulations of a (2n + 2)-gon, which we will call the “sums of
absolute values” (SAV) order relation. Let Vn denote the Hasse diagram of this poset.
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Theorem 1. The Hasse diagram Vn de5ned above is the (SAV-oriented) 1-skeleton of the B-associahedron QB∗n .
Proof. We will show that edges in QB∗n indeed correspond to covering relations. In other words, we will show that for
an arbitrary edge (x; y) in QB∗n , with x¡y under SAV order relation, there is no alternate increasing path leading from
x to y. An edge (x; y) in QB∗n corresponds to removing from the B-triangulation x (or y) the B-diagonal in which x
and y di=er, leaving an empty quadrilateral in the (2n + 2)-gon. We have two cases to deal with. In the 3rst case, the
edge (x; y) comes from an empty quadrilateral labeled i j Di Dj, with i ¡ j. In the second case, the edge (x; y) comes from
an empty quadrilateral labeled i j k l, where i; j; k; l all lie to one side of the diameter (inclusive). Therefore, in case 2,
the labels i; j; k; l are nondecreasing in magnitude, with equality occuring at most once. (E.g., if {4; D4} is the diameter, a
case-2 quadrilateral could be D1 D2 5 6; or 2 4 D4 D7.)
Case 1: In this case, x contains the diameter {i; Di} and y contains the diameter {j; Dj}, with i ¡ j. Suppose we have an
alternate chain x¡ · · ·¡y. If a diameter is traded, it must be traded for a (heavier) diameter. So the chain x¡ · · ·¡y
is really a smaller chain of triangulations all containing {i; Di}, followed by another chain of triangulations all containing a
heavier diameter {f; Df} (with i ¡f6 j); : : : ; culminating in a chain of triangulations all containing {j; Dj}. Let vf denote
the smallest triangulation in this chain that contains the diameter {f; Df}. It su?ces to show that we cannot travel from
x up to vf.
Case 1a: Assume f¡j. Now, since {i; j} crosses {f; Df}, we have to remove {i; j} in the chain x¡ · · ·¡vf. The
diagonal {i; j} lies in some quadrilateral i c j Di for i ¡ c¡j. We cannot trade {i; j} for the lighter diagonal {c; Di}, so our
only recourse is to 3rst alter the quadrilateral that contains {i; j}. We can do this if {Di; j} is contained in a quadrilateral
i j d Di, with j¡d6 n + 1. Now we may trade {Di; j} for {i; d}. This frees us up for the removal of {i; j}, but we
have introduced {i; d}, which also would cross the diagonal {f; Df}. Our situation has not improved, and again, our
only “recourse” would result in a diagonal {i; d′} with d¡d′6 n + 1. This process must terminate when we introduce
{i; (n+ 1)}, and this diagonal still crosses {f; Df}. So we cannot arrive at vf.
Case 1b: Assume f= j. If the quadrilateral i j Di Dj stays intact throughout the chain x¡ · · ·¡vf, then there would be a
region in the (2n+ 2)-gon for which the chain would contain a directed cycle. So the quadrilateral i j Di Dj must be broken
up at some point. The only weight-increasing way to do this is to trade {Di; j} for {i; d}, with j¡d6 n+ 1. The rest of
the proof proceeds exactly as above.
Case 2: Say the diameter of the (2n+2)-gon is {a; Da}. Then we may assume our quadrilateral i j k l lies on the hemigon H
labeled 1; 2; : : : ; a; Da; (a+ 1); : : : ; (n+ 1). This is an (n+2)-gon which is dissected with no central symmetry requirements.
Let’s identify this (n + 2)-gon with one labeled 1; 2; : : : ; n + 2 by mapping t 	→ t if t is unbarred, and t 	→ |t| + 1 if t
is barred. In the type-A Tamari lattice Tn, if x and y are adjacent triangulations such that they di=er in the quadrilateral
i j k l, with {i; k}∈ x and {j; l}∈ y and i ¡ j¡k ¡l, then x is less than y as A-triangulations. Thus it is clear that
maximal dissections of the region H correspond to elements of Tn, and that this correspondence is order-preserving. In
other words, once a diameter is 3xed, the SAV order restricts to the (type-A) Tamari order.
Now back to the task at hand. We have a case-2 empty quadrilateral, so by assumption, x and y do not di=er by a
diameter. As stated above, in an increasing chain, if we remove a diameter, the replacement B-diagonal must also be a
(heavier) diameter. Therefore, if we had an alternate chain leading from x up to y, every B-triangulation in that chain
would have to have the same diameter {a; Da}. So the entire interval [x; y] in Vn is isomorphic to an interval in Tn. For
Tn, Bonnin and Pallo showed in [1], p. 158, Lemma 1, that an edge with an alternate chain cannot occur.
3. Encoding B-triangulations
Let P be a B-triangulation of a (2n+2)-gon. We would like a way to encode P to avoid drawing the 3gure itself and
to facilitate working with B-triangulations. Let S(P) be the multiset of 2-sets (unordered pairs):
S(P) = {{a1; b1}; {a2; b2}; : : : ; {a2n−1; b2n−1}};
where {ai; bi}∈ S(P) if and only if {d; e}∈P, with |d|=ai and |e|=bi (Fig. 8). Given a multiset S of (2n−1) pairs, we
would like to know whether S is an actual encoding of some B-triangulation P, i.e., whether S can be viewed as S(P)
for some B-triangulation P.
Denition 6. The symbol x± denotes the absolute value of a vertex cyclically adjacent to a vertex whose absolute value
is x.
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Fig. 8. B-triangulation P; S(P) = {{1; 4}; {1; 4}; {2; 2}; {2; 4}; {2; 4}; {2; 4}; {2; 4}}.
We would like to be able to distinguish encodings from arbitrary multisets of (2n − 1) pairs. The following list of
properties will be useful in determining whether a set S is an encoding.
We need a pair in S representing our unique diameter.
(E1) There is a unique {a; a}∈ S. (Note: {a; Da} is now the diameter.)
The diameter must be contained in some quadrilateral, so S must rePect this.
(E2) Precisely one of the following two situations occurs:
(i) S contains precisely four copies of {a; b} for some b = a±, or
(ii) S contains precisely two copies of {a; a±}.
The set S must not contain any pairs that would force us to count an edge of the (2n+ 2)-gon as an actual diagonal.
(E3) b = a and b± = a implies {b; b±} ∈ S.
S must have twin copies of pairs whenever necessary to ensure central symmetry.
(E4) Multiplicities of elements in S are given as follows:
(i) {a; a} has multiplicity 1.
(ii) If there is no 4-fold pair {a; b}∈ S, then all the non-{a; a} pairs have multiplicity 2.
(iii) If there is a 4-fold pair {a; b}∈ S, then all remaining (non-{a; a}, non-{a; b}) pairs in S have multiplicity 2.
In order for a pair in S to have a chance at representing a diagonal, the values of its entries must be within a certain
range.
(E5) {f; g}∈ S implies 16f; g6 n+ 1.
For S to be an encoding of some B-triangulation P, the multiset S must rePect the fact that the diagonals in P do not
cross. Consider a situation in which there is a pair of diagonals that do cross. In S, we will refer to such situations as
“crossing pairs.” For example, a bad situation is {{c; d}; {e; f}} ⊂ S, where the vertices having these magnitudes lie in
the cyclic order c : : : e : : : d : : : f. The delicate part is dealing with cyclic order rather than value order. Fortunately, such
a combination of label magnitudes can be reordered so as to be recognizable as a crossing pair with respect to value
order, while still retaining the relevant diagonal information (Example: Fig. 9). In S; we would 3nd {1; 3} and {2; 5}.
The cyclic order is 2 : : : 3 : : : 5 : : : 1, but we can write 1¡ 2¡ 3¡ 5. Now the crossing pairs can be readily recognized,
since they overlap in value order as well as cyclic order.
(E6) c¡e¡d¡f ⇒ {{c; d}; {e; f}} ⊂ S.
Theorem 2. A multiset S of 2n − 1 pairs satis5es properties E1–E6 if and only if S is an encoding S(P) of some
B-triangulation P.
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Fig. 9. Crossing pair.
Fig. 10. Case 1.
Fig. 11. Case 2(i).
Proof. The necessity of each of the six properties has already been discussed. The su?ciency of the six properties will
be proved by the implementation of the algorithm below.
Theorem 3. A B-triangulation P can be reconstructed from its encoding S(P).
Proof (By algorithm). In exhibiting the reconstruction algorithm, we will prove the previous result by simply starting
with an S that satis3es just E1–E6. When we are able to complete the triangulation at the end of the algorithm, we will
have shown that the six properties are su?cient to guarantee that S = S(P).
Reconstruction algorithm: 1. Draw the unique {a; a} pair as the diameter {a; Da}.
2. Every diagonal in a triangulation is contained in some convex quadrilateral. This is where E2 comes into use. Let
case 1 be that in which S contains a 4-fold pair {a; b}. In case 2, S contains a 2-fold pair {a; a±}. This case may be
further divided into case 2(i), in which a±¡a, and case 2(ii), in which a±¿a. In all cases, these pairs de3ne the
quadrilateral containing {a; Da}. Draw in these diagonals (Figs. 10–12).
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Fig. 12. Case 2(ii).
Fig. 13. Case 1, hemigon.
Fig. 14. Case 2(i), hemigon.
Now, the remaining pairs in S are 2-fold, so we can just work with half the (2n + 2)-gon and 3ll in the other half
symmetrically when we are done (Figs. 13–15).
3. Now let {ai; bi}; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m denote the remaining pairs that contain a or Da. We will draw these diagonals next.
Note that since we are working with a hemigon, knowing the magnitude of a vertex v = a uniquely determines the vertex.
So when we say bi it may refer to either bi or bi, but it will be unambiguous in the 3gure. In case 1, bi is either cyclically
between a and b, or cyclically between b and Da. If the former, draw in {a; bi}. If the latter, draw in { Da; bi}. Repeat this
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m. In case 2(i), bi must lie cyclically between a and a±. We must draw {a; bi}, because { Da; bi} would
cross the existing diagonal { Da; a±}. Repeat for i=1; 2; : : : ; m. In case 2(ii), bi must lie cyclically between a± and a. We
must draw in { Da; bi}, because {a; bi} would cross the existing diagonal { Da; a±}. Repeat for i = 1; 2; : : : ; m. Now we have
drawn in all diagonals that involve a or Da.
4. Consider {c; d}∈ S. Precisely one of c and Dc lies cyclically between a and Da. The same is true for d and Dd. Join
these two uniquely determined vertices by a diagonal. Repeat for all remaining pairs in S. We are capable of drawing in
all of these diagonals due to the noncrossing property E6. We have now completely triangulated the hemigon since our
set S had the appropriate number of diagonals.
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Fig. 15. Case 2(ii), hemigon.
5. The last step is to copy the twin versions of the diagonals onto the other half of the (2n+ 2)-gon according to the
rule of central symmetry.
We have recaptured the B-triangulation P using a set S that satis3ed E1–E6.
4. Self-duality
Let P be a B-triangulation of a (2n + 2)-gon and let S(P) be its encoding. From S(P), let us create a new multiset
S′ of pairs by writing {c′; d′} in place of each {c; d}∈ S(P), where c′ := n + 2 − c and d′ := n + 2 − d. It is trivial
to check that the multiset S′ preserves properties E1–E6, since graph theoretic distance around the polygon is preserved
by the prime operation. This operation induces an involution on the set of B-triangulations. It is easy to check that the
involution is order-reversing, since it reverses the order on adjacent pairs. This gives us the following theorem.
Theorem 4. The set of B-triangulations, ordered by the SAV order relation, is self-dual.
5. Good orientation
G. Kalai de3nes an orientation of the 1-skeleton of a polytope to be good if each face in the oriented 1-skeleton
contains precisely one sink, where a sink is a vertex with out-degree zero [10].
Theorem 5. The SAV order relation is a good orientation.
Having a good orientation gives us a 0ˆ and a 1ˆ for each face in Vn, where a face F induces a suborder {x|x∈Vn and x∈F}.
Proof. We will prove this result by constructing a candidate 0ˆ for a given face F and showing that any minimal element
of F is forced to follow our construction. Therefore, our candidate 0ˆ is the unique minimal element of F , and is thus an
actual 0ˆ. This will give precisely one source per face. Since Vn is self-dual, we may conclude that there is precisely one
sink per face, which proves the theorem.
Let F be a face of the simple polytope QB∗n . So there is a set of prescribed diagonals de3ning F . These diagonals
carve up the (2n + 2)-gon into regions. There is at most one region R that contains the center of the (2n + 2)-gon in
its interior. When it exists, the region R is symmetric. We will call R the central region. Any region de3ned by these
prescribed diagonals that is not the central region will be referred to as a peripheral region. The (2n + 2)-gon, together
with the prescribed diagonals de3ning F , will be referred to as the template of F .
There are at most three types of regions in the template of F .
1. The central region R. The vertices of R, listed clockwise, beginning with the least unbarred vertex, are V (R) =
{a1; a2; : : : ; ak ; a1; a2; : : : ; ak}.
2. A peripheral region Rm such that either 1∈V (Rm) or D1∈V (Rm), or both if 1− D1 is one of the prescribed diagonals.
Let Rm(1) denote such a region. Then either V (Rm(1)) = {1; a2; a3; : : : ; ak} or V (Rm(1)) = { D1; a2; a3; : : : ; ak}.
3. A peripheral region Rm such that 1 ∈ V (Rm) and D1 ∈ V (Rm). So V (Rm) = {a1; a2; : : : ; ak}.
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Claim 1. For regions of types 2 and 3, if a1 is a vertex of V (Rm) of least magnitude, and the rest are listed in clockwise
order, then |ai|6 |ai+1|. In other words, vertex magnitudes are nondecreasing along the border of the region Rm.
Proof. For a region of type 3, Rm lies completely to one side of a diameter and does not contain 1 or D1. So the vertex
magnitudes are increasing along the border of the region Rm. So consider a region of type 2, Say 1∈V (Rm). Suppose
|ai|¿ |aj| for some i ¡ j. Then, in the (2n + 2)-gon, D1 lies cyclically between ai and aj . Furthermore, {1; ai; aj} ⊂
V (Rm(1)), so the center of the (2n + 2)-gon is contained in this region, contradicting the fact that the region is of type
2. Switching the roles of 1 and D1, the same argument holds, so we get the desired conclusion.
Construction of Candidate 0ˆ. (i) For a region of type 1, connect a1 to each vertex in R lying clockwise between a1
and a1, inclusive. Fill in the other side of R according to the rule of central symmetry. (We are not bothered if some of
these edges already exist or are degenerate.)
(ii) For a region of type 2 or 3, connect a1 to each of the other vertices in V (Rm). (Recall, a1 denotes a vertex of
least magnitude in a region.)
By the above claim, it is clear that no diagonal in each completed region can be exchanged for a lower-weight diagonal.
So completing each region in the template of F in this manner, we get a minimal element of F , i.e., a candidate 0ˆ. Now
that we know that vertex magnitudes increase along the border of both types 2 and 3 regions, there is no substantial
di=erence between the two types. So we will now just refer to central and peripheral regions.
Claim 2. The construction for the central region is forced.
Proof. Let T be some completion of the central region R such that no diagonal of T can be exchanged for a lower-weight
diagonal to give a lesser B-triangulation. In other words, T is some minimal completion of R. Let {ai; ai} be the diameter
of T . Then {ai; ai} is contained in some quadrilateral ai Dbaib. Since T is minimal, we have |ai|¡ |b|. Suppose b = ai+1.
Then the diagonal {ai; b} is contained in some quadrilateral. The lower half of this quadrilateral is the triangle aiaib. The
upper half is aicb for some c with ai ¡ c¡b. So aicbai is a quadrilateral in T . But then we can replace {ai; b} with the
diagonal {c; ai}, which has lower weight, contradicting T being minimal. So b= ai+1, and {ai; ai+1}∈ T .
The diagonal {ai; ai+1} is contained in some quadrilateral. One half of this quadrilateral is the triangle aiaiai+1. So
the other triangle is aiai+1d. The quadrilateral is aiaiai+1d. So {ai; d}∈ T . We know |d|¿ |ai+1|, because otherwise
we could exchange the diagonal for one of lower weight. Suppose d = ai+2. Then {ai+1; d} is contained in some
quadrilateral, half of which is aiai+1d, and the other half is ai+1ed, for some ai+1 ¡e¡d. But then we can exchange
{ai+1; d} for the lower-weight diagonal {ai; e}, contradicting minimality of T . So d=ai+2 and {ai; ai+2}∈ T . Repeating this
argument, we get ai connected to each vertex between ai and ak , inclusive. (Recall, ak is the vertex of highest magnitude
in V (R).)
So {ai; ak}∈ T . Suppose ai = a1. Then {ai; ak} is contained in a quadrilateral. Half of this quadrilateral is the triangle
aiak−1ak . The other half, then, is the triangle aifak , where |a1|6f¡ |ai|. So the quadrilateral is faiak−1ak , which allows
us to lower the weight by switching {ai; ak} with {f; ak−1}, contradicting our choice of T . So ai = a1. Therefore, for a
central region, any minimal completion T is forced to follow our construction.
Claim 3. The construction for a peripheral region is forced.
Proof. Let T be some minimal completion of the peripheral region Rm. Note that {a1; a2} is in T , since this edge is in
the border of Rm. Suppose a1 is not connected to a3 in T . Then a2 is connected to some ai. We know |a3|¡ |ai|. Of all
vertices connected to a2, let ai denote the one of largest magnitude. The diagonal {a2; ai} is contained in some triangle
aiba2 with b lying clockwise between ai and a2. So {ai; b}∈ T and {b; a2}∈ T . Suppose b = a1. Then |ai|¡ |b|6 |ak |.
This contradicts ai being the vertex connected to a2 of highest some magnitude. So b= a1 and {a1; ai}∈ T . Then {a2; ai}
is contained in some quadrilateral, half of which is the triangle a1a2ai. The other half is the triangle a2cai for some c
lying clockwise between a2 and ai. Then |a2|¡ |c|¡ |ai|. So the diagonal {a2; ai} can be exchanged for the diagonal
{a1; c} of lower weight, which contradicts our choice of T . So {a1; a3} is forced in T . Now we may consider the smaller
peripheral region whose border is given by {a1; a3; a4; : : : ; ak}. The above argument applies, and we get {a1; a4}∈ T .
Iterating, we get that, in T; a1 is connected to every vertex in Rm, which is precisely our construction for a peripheral
region.
With the construction above and Claims 2 and 3, we have proven the existence of a unique minimal element in each
face of the poset. By self-duality, this proves that SAV is a good orientation.
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Fig. 16. Directed 1-skeleton of QB∗3 and ordered by SAV.
6. Lattice theory
Theorem 6. The poset Vn is not a lattice for any n¿ 3.
Proof. The poset V3 fails to be a lattice because a pair of elements in Fig. 16 (surrounded by dashed circles) have two
di=erent minimal upper bounds (surrounded by bold circles). Since intervals of lattices are themselves lattices, to prove
the theorem, it su?ces to show that Vn is isomorphic to an interval in Vn+1.
Lemma 1. Vn is embedded in Vn+1.
Proof. Facets are the faces of codimension 1. Recall that QB∗n is the n-dimensional simple (dual) B-associahedron. Facets of
QB∗n correspond to all possible completions of a template containing a single 3xed B-diagonal. Consider Q
B∗
n+1. The vertices
of this polytope are the B-triangulations of a (2n+4)-gon. Consider the single B-diagonal T = {{1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+1)}.
The completions of this B-diagonal make up an n-dimensional facet of QB∗n+1 which is isomorphic to Q
B∗
n . To see this,
observe that the portion left to be triangulated is labeled just the way we would label an empty (2n + 2)-gon. Not only
do we have a bijection between completions of T and B-triangulations of a (2n + 2)-gon, but the identical vertex labels
give us identical edge weights, and so the order is preserved. Hence Vn is embedded in Vn+1.
Lemma 2. Let $ :Vn → Vn+1 be the embedding of Lemma 1. Then $ maps onto the interval [$(0ˆ); $(1ˆ)] in Vn+1.
Proof. Suppose not. Then let v0 be a minimal member of [$(0ˆ); $(1ˆ)] \ $(Vn). Then v0 covers some x∈$(Vn), where
by de3nition x is a triangulation of a (2n+4)-gon that contains the B-diagonal {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+1)}. By assumption,
v0 does not contain this B-diagonal, and is minimally di=erent from x. So {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+ 1)} in x must have been
exchanged for some heavier B-diagonal {b; (n+ 2)}; { Db; (n + 2)} in v0, and the rest of the diagonals are common to
both x and v0. Consider the saturated chain C = x¡∗ v0 ¡∗ y1 ¡∗ y2 ¡∗ · · · of B-triangulations. Suppose there exists k
such that yk in this chain contains {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+1)}. Let yi be the smallest B-triangulation in the chain containing
{1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+1)}. So {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+1)} ∈ yi−1. Since n+2 and n+ 2 are not cornered o= in yi−1, each must
be connected to some other vertex by a diagonal. I.e., {c; (n+ 2)}; { Dc; (n+ 2)}. We know {c; (n+ 2)}; { Dc; (n+ 2)} ∈ yi,
since this B-diagonal crosses {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n + 1)}, which is contained in yi. Since C is saturated, yi−1 and yi are
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Fig. 17. (i) B-triangulation 0ˆVn ; (ii) after n−1 steps in algorithm; (iii) after n−2 additional steps in algorithm; (iv) after n−3 additional
steps in algorithm; (v) introduce diagonal {(n− 1); (n + 1)} and its twin; (vi) B-triangulation 1ˆVn .
adjacent, so they di=er by only one B-diagonal. Therefore, to get from yi−1 to yi, we drop {c; (n+ 2)}; { Dc; (n+ 2)} and
pick up {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n + 1)}. But |c| + |n+ 2|¿ |1| + |n+ 1| for every vertex label c. This contradicts yi−1 ¡∗ yi.
So there is no k such that yk in this chain C contains {1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n + 1)}. So no element bigger than v0 contains
{1; (n+ 1)}; { D1; (n+ 1)}. This contradicts v0 ∈ [’(0ˆ); ’(1ˆ)], so we are done.
7. Longest chain
It has been established by Simion that Vn is not ranked. So we are presented with the interesting question of “What is
the length of the longest chain in Vn?” Let L denote the length of a longest chain in Vn.
Theorem 7. L¿ (n2 + n)=2 =
∑n
i=1 i, and this lower bound is tight for n= 1; 2; 3.
Proof. We give an algorithm for constructing a chain of length (n2 + n)=2. The idea behind the algorithm is to creep up
the poset Vn as slowly as possible.
Long chain algorithm: Start with the B-triangulation corresponding to 0ˆVn (Fig. 17(i)). This is the B-triangulation
with least weight. Exchange { D1; 2} for {1; 3}. Continue modifying the triangulation one B-diagonal at a time, each time
choosing the B-diagonal switch that would cause the least increase in weight. After n − 1 steps, the B-triangulation has
been “refanned” (Fig. 17(ii)). Proceed to change B-diagonals in least weight-increasing fashion, and after n− 2 additional
steps, the B-triangulation will look like Fig. 17(iii). After n−3 additional steps, the B-triangulation looks like Fig. 17(iv).
In general, in the ith portion of the algorithm, as many B-diagonals as possible have been switched so that they emanate
from i and Di, keeping in mind that weight-lowering switches are prohibited. This portion of the algorithm takes n − i
steps, because we are introducing diagonals {i; (i + 2)}; {i; (i + 3)}; : : : ; {i; (n + 1)} and their twins. When i = n− 1, we
introduce just one B-diagonal, {(n− 1); (n+ 1)} and its twin, bringing us to the B-triangulation in Fig. 17(v). Now, the
only weight-increasing switch is to switch the diameter from {1; D1} to {(n + 1); (n+ 1)}. Next, we continue switching
B-diagonals in a least weight-increasing fashion, introducing the diagonals {(n+1); D2}; {(n+1); D3}; : : : ; {(n+1); Dn}, which
takes n − 1 steps. We have now constructed, via covering relations, the B-triangulation with the highest weight, 1ˆVn
(Fig. 17(vi)). All told, the algorithm was executed in (n−1)+(n−2)+(n−3)+ · · ·+2+1+1+(n−1) steps, for a total
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of (n2 + n)=2 steps. For n=1; 2; 3, this length coincides with the length of the longest chain in Vn. We conjecture, but do
not prove, that this “long chain algorithm” is in fact a “longest chain algorithm,” which would give L= (m2 +m)=2.
8. Concluding remarks
1. For any face F , we conjecture that if v is in [0ˆF ; 1ˆF ], then v belongs to F . If this fact holds, then we may conjecture
the following description of the MVobius function:
'(x; y) =
{
(−1)d if x and y are the source and sink; respectively; of a d-dimensional face;
0 otherwise:
2. It would be useful to have a way of describing the SAV order relation by comparing encodings. As things stand,
it is not trivial to determine whether non-adjacent B-triangulations are comparable. A description of the order involving
encodings would most likely facilitate this.
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